
Very often, companies seek to measure the potential 
of their new product before launching it on the market 
in order to ensure it matches consumers’ expectations 
in terms of liking and perception.
This is what our client wanted to ensure before putting his 

SAM Click & Test: a fast and agile solution
to validate a new recipe before replacement

To evaluate the overall liking of the new recipe vs the current one

To evaluate the sensory performance of the new recipe
by itself and against the current recipe on key attributes

To identify if the new recipe would be preferred
versus the current recipe and vs the main coampetitor

Our client created his own customized survey :

Target Choose

120 consumers of vanilla ice-cream 
in bulk in the past 6 months
recruited from SAM database

Central Location Test in our 
state-of-the-art facility fully equipped 
to control temperature of ice creams

Compare Create
3 different products delivered 
to our facilities 3 days prior to 
the test and tested in sequen-
tial monadic

5 questions using our pre-determined 
questionnaire: overall liking, appearance, 
odor, taste and texture

Analyze
Quantified results in a Word report within 3 days (without open-ended questions)

Results reveal a successful renovation
Results conclusively showed performance improvement across main indicators: 
New recipe was more liked than current one and benchmark
Appearance of new recipe was a driver of differentiation
Taste of new recipe was better than current but at the same level than benchmark

The elements of success
With a simple, fast and agile test, our client obtai-
ned useful information for building its commer-
cial dossier: the recipe to propose to its client 
with its sensory key drivers but also additional 
optimization routes for further improvement.

new recipe of vanilla ice-cream on the French market.
The current recipe he was offering showed signs of 
weaknesses with decreases in sales and more frequent 
dissatisfactions declared by consumers through our 
client’s online customer satisfaction service.

Signs of weaknesses of the current product

Our client used SAM Click & Test, our smart online solution to request 
a product test with consumers.
The objectives of the test were:

100% 
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Contact information:
Interested in learning more about this case? Contact SAM: www.samclickandtest.com

Our client successfully renovated
its current vanilla ice cream to maximize
consumer satisfaction!
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